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Abstra t
In this paper we argue that the strongly
as a

hiral superuid. The normal

oupled quark-gluon plasma

an be

onsidered

omponent of the uid is the thermalized matter in

ommon sense, while the superuid part

onsists of long wavelength ( hiral) fermioni

states moving independently. We use several nonperturbative te hniques to demonstrate
that. First, we analyze the fermioni spe trum in the de onnement phase (

T <T

. 2T )

using latti e (overlap) fermions and observe a gap between near-zero modes and the bulk
of the spe trum.

Se ond, we use the bosonization pro edure with a nite

obtain a dynami al axion-like eld out of the
tivisti

hydrodynami s for ma ros opi

the bosonization.

hiral fermioni

des ription of the ee tive theory obtained after

Finally, solving the hydrodynami

equations in gradient expansion,

we nd that in the presen e of external ele tromagneti
uid

omponent gives rise to the

Latter two ee ts are spe i

hiral magneti ,

elds the motion of the super-

hiral ele tri

and dipole wave ee ts.

for a two- omponent uid, whi h provides us with

experimental tests of the model.

y

ut-o and

modes. Third, we use rela-
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ru ial

1 Introdu tion
Chiral properties of the strongly

oupled quark-gluon plasma (sQGP) have attra ted mu h

attention in light of re ent measurements performed within the heavy-ion programs at
RHIC and LHC. The analysis of
PHENIX [3℄ and ALICE [4℄

harge-dependent azimuthal

orrelations by STAR [1, 2℄,

ollaborations suggests a possible lo al

intera tions, whi h manifests itself as an asymmetry in the

P -violation in strong

harged parti le produ tion

with respe t to the rea tion plane. One of the most popular theoreti al approa hes to
study the observed phenomena is to seek for new ele tri

urrents of a spe ied dire tion in

the QGP phase (see e.g. [57℄). Sin e the physi s of sQGP is essentially nonperturbative,
there is a la k of models based on the rst-prin iple
QCD Lagrangian.
temperatures

al ulations, i.e. starting from the

In our paper we establish su h a model for sQGP in the range of

T <T

. 2 T , i.e. slightly above the de onnement transition. We

hoose

the range mainly be ause of two reasons: rst, it is estimated to be typi al for sQGP at
RHIC [8℄; and se ond, we
Latti e

an use hydrodynami

models to des ribe the system [915℄.

al ulations [1618℄ demonstrate that the Dira

at these temperatures
bulk of the spe trum

1

ontains a peak near zero virtuality separated by a gap from the
(Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2). Therefore, it is natural to introdu e a two-

omponent uid model for the sQGP: one
uid, and the rest,

spe trum for massless quarks

omponent,

arrying

hiral properties of the

orresponding to the bulk of the spe trum. In our

ase it turns out that

the uid is des ribed by a system of equations similar to ones of a relativisti
[19, 20℄. This fa t, of

ourse, does not dire tly lead to the

the normal and superuid

omponents in our

ase

superuid

onventional superuidity, sin e
arry dierent

U(1)

harges. We

also do not assume any hidden symmetry spontaneously broken in the system. Instead,
we treat the term superuidity in a phenomenologi al sense tra ed ba k to the Landau's
formulation [21℄, i.e. a

ombination of two independent ( url-free and normal) motions

of the uid separated by an energy gap.
Before pro eeding with a formal derivation let us provide a few hints supporting the
existen e of the superuid

omponent.

onrmed by [28, 29℄ that topologi al

In Refs. [2227℄ it has been dis overed and

harge density forms long-range

oherent global

stru tures around a lo ally one-dimensional network of strong elds (so- alled skeleton).
Though the simulations were performed for low temperatures, the skeletons
well survive slightly above the de onnement transition, sin e there is a
long-range order of gluoni
The extended

elds [30℄ in the

hara ter of the skeleton

of (quasi-) parti les,

arrying nite

ould very

orresponding

ase of nonvanishing topologi al sus eptibility.

an be interpreted as a long-distan e propagation

hirality and thus forming the

hiral superuid

omponent.
In addition, the latti e data [2229, 31, 32℄ suggest that the topologi al
itself (for un ooled

harge density

ongurations) is lo alized on low-dimensional defe ts with fra tal

dimension between 2 and 3, i.e.

presumably on (per olating)

entral vorti es (see also

[33, 34℄ for a similar result based on the s alar density distribution and [35, 36℄ for a
lo alization on vortex interse tions).

One

an demonstrate [34, 3638℄ that removal of

1 Cal ulations are performed in the quen hed approximation. In fa t, to make it more realisti , one
needs a full QCD al ulation with hemi al potentials imitating initial onditions of the nu lear ollisions
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Fermioni
for

the

T <T

(left),

spe trum of the

. 2T

T <T

hirally symmetri

( enter) and

entral vorti es eliminates all zero and

spe trum.
separate

The

()

T > 2T

Dira

operator in a nite volume

(right).

hiral near-zero modes from the fermioni

onverse statement is also true: small eigenvalues

enter vortex

ongurations [37℄.

It seems natural to

an be generated at

onsider the vorti es as

spatially one-dimensional guides for light fermions. Sin e massless fermions propagate
in (1+1) dimensions with the same speed (speed of light), we
ombinations as bosoni

an

onsider their bilinear

ex itations, even without assuming their intera tion with ea h

other. A similar ee t of binding for light fermions along 1D defe ts, without making use
of the Goldstone theorem, was
for a strong external magneti

onsidered in [3941℄ for non-abelian elds and in [42, 43℄
eld.

It is also known that monopole traje tories and
uum and leading to the

onnement at low temperatures [44℄ be ome Eu lidean-time

oriented (stati ) at high temperatures [45℄. Stati
ble to

entral vorti es populating QCD va nature of the vorti es makes it possi-

ontinue them to the Minkowski spa e-time by

onsidering their interse tions with

planes of

onstant Eu lidean time. These interse tions are in general per olating strings,

whi h, a

ording to the polymer representation of the eld theory [46, 47℄,

an be inter-

preted as a 3D s alar eld with non-vanishing va uum expe tation value. If this eld is
omplex, then its phase
the superuid

an des ribe a new Goldstone mode in the de onnement forming

omponent of sQGP [48, 49℄. Taking into a

ount the vortex pi ture of the

topologi al harge generation [50,51℄ it seems interesting to apply the arguments of [48,49℄
to the

hiral superuidity (we do not implement it here).

Other arguments in favor of the superuidity were presented in re ent analysis in the
framework of stringy models [5254℄, where a new formulation of the superuidity with
vanishing

hemi al potential has been suggested.

In what follows we do not spe ify the way quarks are bound to ea h other and form a
superuid

omponent, leaving the question open for the further studies (possible exam-

ples are given above and in the main text). Regardless of the nature of the superuid
omponent, we obtain the same universal phenomenologi al predi tions, namely the hiral
magneti ,

hiral ele tri

and dipole wave ee ts.
3

2 Derivation of the ee tive Lagrangian
It is known that many of the essential properties of the QCD va uum (su h as the value of
the

hiral

ondensate, ele tri

the IR part of the fermioni
nite

ut-o

and magneti

hara teristi s, et .)

an be determined from

spe trum [28, 5559℄. This makes it possible to introdu e a

 for the fermioni

spe trum, without ae ting the values of the observables

, see Se tion 3.2). In this se tion
ut-o [60℄ for the SU(N )  Uem (1)

(indeed, our phenomenologi al results do not depend on
we perform the bosonization pro edure with a nite
theory and derive an ee tive Lagrangian.
dynami al axion-like eld

(x),

This pro edure leads to appearan e of a

whi h we identify with the propagating

hirality (i.e.

lo al dieren e between numbers of left- and right-handed fermions) in the system.

2.1

The fun tional integral

The gauge elds of the theory are represented by

A5  = A5 0 T 0 ;

A = A0 T 0 + gGa T a  Aa^ T a^ ;
n

T a a = 1; (N 2 1)
Æ ab =2 and T 0 = 1. Here A0

o

where

elds. The axial-ve tor eld

SU (N )

are the
and

A5 

A5 0

olor matri es normalized by

play a role of abelian elds, while

A (x) and axial-ve

Z (A; A5 ) =

Z

tor



D D

A5  (x) elds is given by

Z

exp
V
D= = i(= + A= + 5 A=5 ) :

The eigenve tors of

Ga

Tr(T a T b) =
are gluoni

is an auxiliary external eld and will be turned o at

the end of the pro edure. The Eu lidean fun tional integral for Dira
in external ve tor

(2.1)

d4 x

(D=

im)



fermions (

= det(D=

im) ;

Nf

= 1)

(2.2)

D= are dened by2

= n n :
(2.3)
They form a omplete orthonormal basis f n jn 2 Ng in the spa e of square-integrable
spinors. A ording to the general pres ription [6062℄, we expand
and  into this basis
D=

and

ut the summation after rst

(x) !
A5

N
X
n=1

an

N

n

3

basis ve tors:

N

(x) ! X ny (x)bn :

n (x) ;

n=1

(2.4)

2 The

!

= should be Hermitian, therefore formally the axial eld has to be rotated
Dira operator D
iA5 from the beginning and then rotated ba k A5 ! iA5 in the nal result. We sti k to

onventions of [60℄ and hoose Hermitian gamma-matri es = and 5  0 1 2 3 , while in Fujikawa's
earlier works [61, 62℄ they are anti-Hermitian.
3 We do not onsider zero-modes, otherwise the fun tional integral (2.2) will vanish in the hiral limit.
We are not interested in the global topologi al properties of the system.
y
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Then the fun tional integral (2.2)

ZN

=

(D=

Z Y
N
n=1

im)N

dbn dan

exp

(

an be rewritten as

N
X
n;k=1

bn h

n

)

jD= imj k iak = det(D= im)N ;

 1 PN + PN (D= im)PN ;

PN



N
X
n=1

(2.5)

j nih nj :

(D= im)N it follows that the proje tor PN ommutes with
= PN = 0, whi h will be used in the further al ulations.
the Dira operator D;
For the regularization we need to introdu e a mass parameter , to be dis ussed below.
It will be dened via jN j <  < jN +2 j. The proje tor PN an then be repla ed by
From the gauge invarian e of



P  



D= 2

!

1 2 =

where

(x) is the Heaviside step fun

2.2

Ve tor

urrents

Z+1

1

h
i
d
exp
i (1 D= 2 =2 ) ;
2i( i")

tion. We also repla e all the indi es

(2.6)

N

by

.

onservation

The fun tional integral (2.2) is invariant under the gauge transformation

8
>
>
<
>
>
:

where

=

a^ T a^ .



) ' Z(A) +

After integration by parts we get


whi h means that the ve tor

 a^

j

+ [A ; ℄ ;

(1 ) ;
(1 + ) ;

Therefore,

Z (A) = Z (A + 

are

A + 
A5  ;

!
!
!
!

A
A5 

Z

(x)  Z1

ÆZ (A)
= i Tr
 ÆAa^ (x)



onserved. To derive the last expression one

(D=

d4 x

ÆZ (A)

ÆAa^ (x) 

a^

(x) :

(2.8)

ÆZ (A)
= 0;
ÆAa^ (x)

urrents

det() and

(2.7)

1

=1
im)

(2.9)

 T a^

hxj (D= Pim) jxi




an use the equivalen es

P +

(2.10)

exp Tr ln() =

P
D= im

(2.11)

as well as the general identity for proje tors

P P 0P

= P (P 2)0 P = 2P P 0P = 0 ;

where the prime denotes a derivative of

P

with respe t to an arbitrary parameter.
5

(2.12)

2.3

Anomaly for the axial

Let us perform the

hiral transformation of the fun tional integral

8
>
>
<
>
>
:

with

 = 0 T 0 .

urrent

A
A5 0



!
!
!
!

A ;
A5 0 +   ;
(1 + 5) ;
(1 + 5) ;

(2.13)

Then in analogy with the previous se tion we get

Z(A5 ) = Z (A5 + ; ) ' Z (A5 ) +

Z

(A5 ; )   (x) + Z
ÆA5 0 (x) 

ÆZ
d4 x 

d4 x

ÆZ (A5 ; )
 (x) :
Æ(x)
(2.14)

The se ond term here is due to a nontrivial transformation of the integration measure of
the fun tional integral, and was absent in the
and

ombined operator

D=

ase of ve tor

im also transform under the

urrent. The proje tor

P ! (1 + 5 )P (1 + 5 ) ;
(D= im) ! (1 + 5)(D= im)(1 + 5) :
ÆP (x)
Æ (D= im)(x)
0
=
f
= 2im 5 Æ(x x0 ) :
5 ; P (x)g Æ (x x ) ;
0
Æ(x )
Æ(x0 )
If we introdu e the axial

P

hiral rotations:

(2.15)
(2.16)

urrent as

j5 (x) 

ÆZ (A5 )
;
Z ÆA5 0 (x)

1

(2.17)

then from (2.14) it follows that

 j5  =

1

ÆZ (A5 )
:
Z Æ(x)

(2.18)

The latter is equal to

ÆZ (A5 )
Z Æ(x)

1







= Tr (D= im) ÆPÆ + 2 ÆPÆ (D= im)P + P Æ(D= Æ im) P



P
5
0
(2.19)
=2im Tr T hxj (D= im) jxi + 2 Tr( 5hxjPjxi) ;

1

6

where we used (2.11, 2.12, 2.15, 2.16) and the

ommutation properties of

of (2.6), the se ond matrix element in this formula

8
<

Tr( 5 hxjPjxi) = Tr :
8
<

= Tr :
=

Z

5

Z

d4 k

(2)

d4 k~
(2)4



Z+1



1

5

Z+1

4

1

Z

Z+1
d4 k
4

(2 )

1

d
2i( i") e
"

d
2i( i") exp i

 2 d
i (1
e
4i( i")

k~2 )



e

e

ikx i (1 D =2 ) ikx
=2

By means

9
=
(2.20)

;

2 k D (x)
2 
2

D= 2

k2
2

1 

2

!#9
=
;

(2.21)


2
i =2
) +  D )

Tr 5(D + 4 (~
=4

D= .

an be expressed as

k D 2

2

+ O 12 ;
(2.22)
~  k=. Using the algebra of the gamma-matri es, we write
where k
1 [ ℄A + A 2 (  A ) 5 [ ℄ D A A D  5 ; (2.23)
D= 2 = DV2
5 V 
V  5

5
5
2
where DV 
i( + A), and nally obtain


1
1
5


5
" Tr A A + A5  A5 
 j = 2m +
16
2
3



 
1
1
2
2







+ 42 Tr    A5 + 3 f A5 ; A5 g ; A5 + 3  A5 ; A5 A5 + 3 A5  A5 A5 
 
2



(2.24)
+ 22 Tr  A5 + O 12 ;
where the

hirality

5 is dened by
5

 i Tr



5 T 0 hxj



P
(D= im) jxi

(2.25)

and the eld strengths are

A =  A  A + [A ; A ℄ ;
A5  =  A5   A5  + [A ; A5  ℄



A ; A5 



=  A5

 A5  :

The rst line in (2.24) is the usual

hiral anomaly with a mass-dependent term and the

topologi al term. The rest of (2.24)

an be subtra ted away by adding to the Lagrangian

the following gauge-invariant term:


1
L = 122 Tr 32 (A5 A5 ) + 21 ( A5  )2
7

A5  A5

 2



:

(2.26)

2.4

Axioni

Lagrangian

A5  should be now swit hed o, whi h is equivalent to
onsidering the pure gauge A5  =   , sin e one an always generate a pseudos alar eld
 by the lo al hiral rotation A= ! A= + 5 =. In other words, the quadrati term in (2.26)

The external axial-ve tor eld

0

is required by having the
hiral anomaly.

4

In the

hiral transformation

hiral limit

m

onsistent with the

orre t form of the

! 0 the total ee tive Eu lidean Lagrangian is

given then by

1 a a 1 
a^  a^
5 0
L(4)
E = L + 4 G G + 4 F F j A j A5 

= L + 41 Ga Ga + 14 F  F j 0 A0 gj a Ga
 41 Ga Ga + 14 F  F j 0 A0 gj a Ga
2
2
+ 4N2     + 16g2 Ga Gea + 8N2 F  Fe
+ 24N2 2  12N2 (   )2 ;

j5  

where we used the anomaly expression (2.24) and integrated by parts.
for the ele tromagneti

and gluoni

elds

generated dynami ally
and repla e

onventions

Kineti

terms

ould be introdu ed already in (2.2) and do

not ae t the derivation. As we see, the kineti

5

(2.27)

term for



even being absent in (2.2) is

, see also [63, 64℄ for similar examples. If we drop quarti

A0 ! A , j 0 ! j  , then the ee

terms

tive Lagrangian is redu ed to

1 a a 1 

a a
L(2)
E = 4 G G + 4 F F j A gj G

+ 4N2     + 16g2 Ga Gea + 8N2 F  Fe :
2

2

(2.28)

This Lagrangian des ribes a generalization of the axion ele trodynami s [65℄, where
the new terms are due to gluoni
appears within QCD

elds. It seems interesting that the axioni

oupled to QED,

without

eld

(x; t)

any further assumptions as e.g. the Pe

ei-

(x; t) is a propagating dynami al
p
2
N turns out to be of order of
onstant f =

Quinn me hanism [66℄. Similarly to the `true' axion,
eld. However, the value of the de ay

s ales appearing in QCD (see below), while in



osmologi al s enarios this value is usually

109 1012 GeV. The formal similarity of (2.28) to the axion Lagrangian allows us
to derive an expli it expression for the mass of  (x; t) [6769℄,
m2 f 2 = (T ) ;
(2.29)
around

4 Currents j a
^
5 The

an be sour ed by fermions from the s ales above .

-eld does not appear in the integration measure and hen e should be treated as a lassi al
low-energy ex itation. It is possible due to the fa t that the loop orre tions by -elds are nite in 4D

and depend on the powers of external momenta divided by , i.e. su h loop amplitudes are suppressed
by powers of .
8



where

= limV !1 hQV i
2

topologi al

harge

Q.

is the topologi al sus eptibility related to u tuations of the

Latti e simulations demonstrate that



goes (almost) to zero at

temperatures above the de onnement transition [16, 17, 7072℄, this behaviour is also
onrmed within the intera ting instanton liquid model [69℄. Meson masses in the de onnement interpolate between their values at
quark Matsubara frequen y (i.e.
eld

T

.T

and approximately twi e the lowest

2T ). These two fa ts allow us to

onsider the axion-like

(x; t) as a nearly-massless eld, an essential requirement for a superuid mode.
onsidering  as a real parti le we rather tend to interpret it as a olle tive

Instead of

ex itation (quasi-parti le) of the medium in the nonperturbative regime of QCD (e.g.
ombinations of
hirality and
[42℄.

hiral quarks). As will be shown in next se tions, the ex itation

an be

onsidered as a 4D generalization of the Chiral Magneti

These ex itations

arries
Wave

an also be exa tly massless ( ompare with phonons or sound

waves) and, at the same time, not ne essarily

onsisting of massless quantum parti les,

appearing as Goldstone bosons of some broken (e.g.
straightforward derivation of this

Pe

6

ei-Quinn-like) symmetry .

A

olle tive solution made out of quarks and gluons is not

worked out at the moment. However, there are some eviden es that it

ould exist, see e.g.

omments on binary bound states in sQGP [74, 75℄, latti e results on a s reened attra tive
for e in the

2.5

olor-singlet

hannel [76℄ and ideas mentioned already in the Introdu tion.

Interpretation of

The s ale



ba kground
In this

an be studied by

onsidering

Nf

=

N

= 1 in the limit of a

 = onst, 5 = onst and negligible anomaly (i.e.

ase, keeping also the quarti

5 =
In other words, the value of
hiral



hemi al potential

5 .



slow varying

 = i5 tE ).

terms in (2.27) for generality, we get

Æ L(4)
lim E
tE !0 Æ5

 2
1
= 2  5 + 31 2 35 :

(2.30)

an be read o from the dependen e of

We

onstant

hirality

onsider here three existing examples one

5 on the

an nd in the

literature.
(1) At high temperatures, negle ting ee ts of gluons and assuming equilibrium, one
an dene the thermodynami

=
where

XZ
s=

grand potential as [6℄

"

X
d3 p
!
+
T
log(1 + e
p;s
(2)3


!p;s 
T

#

)

;

2 = (p + s )2 + m2 and one also assumes an approximate
!p;s
5

the axial

harge. Dierentiating the grand potential with respe t to

(2.31)

onservation of

5

and taking

the massless limit one obtains [6℄



2
1
1
2
5 = T + 2 5 + 2 35 :
3

3

(2.32)

6 Even if we assume that U(1) symmetry is broken spontaneously, as suggested in [77℄, then the
A
bosonization pro edure does not des ribe  , sin e it is a spin-0 parti le, whi h an not arry hirality as
 does.
0

9

Comparing (2.32) with (2.30) we

r r

 =  23
In [6, 7℄ this s ale is

on lude

T2 +

2
2

(free quarks) :

ompared with the inverse radius of a typi al sphaleron at given

temperature. Noti e, that in the high temperature limit
simpli ations
(2) In

(2.33)

 / T and 5 / 25 / T 25.

ase of a strong external magneti

eld (

T

  and T  5 we get

eB > 25 =2) one

an

onstru t the grand

potential for fermions on the lowest Landau level [6℄

=

eB
4 2

Z1

1

!p2 = (pjj + 5 )2 + m2

"

d3 pjj !p + T

X



log(1 + e

!p 
T

)

#

;

(2.34)

pjj denotes a omponent of momentum parallel to
eB
the magneti eld. This gives us 5 =
22 5 and hen e
p
(2.35)
 = 2 eB (free quarks and strong B ) :

Upon the redenition  ! p
2N eB  the kineti term for  in the ee tive La1 ( )2 , while the quarti terms are supgrangian (2.27) takes a anoni al form
2 
2
pressed by fa tors 1=B and 1=B , respe tively. Therefore, the bosonization pro edure be omes exa t in the limit B ! 1 as in [42℄.
where

and

(3) To in lude ee ts of gluons one needs to perform a latti e

5 , whi
paper

7

h has been done in [78, 79℄. Slope of the

urve

al ulation with nite

5 = 5 (5 ) obtained in the

is approximately one (in latti e units), whi h being translated to physi al

units and

ompared with (2.30) gives us

 ' 3 GeV

(dynami al latti e fermions; Nf = 2; N = 3) :
(2.36)
Appearan e of this s ale (mu h larger than QCD ) is not surprising, see e.g. [80, 81℄.
It is worth to mention that all three predi tions even if being ae ted by either rought
initial assumptions or latti e artifa ts, still provide a

2.6

Fermioni

The Dira
studies
a

spe trum and

nite

and reasonable value of

hirality

spe trum for massless fermions is s hemati ally shown in Fig. 1.

an be found in [1618, 34, 82℄. Below the

ontinuously growing fun tion in

.

.

riti al temperature

T

8

Latti e

the spe trum is

7 There is no a priori introdu ed UV- uto in the paper sin e the inversion of the Dira operator is
done by means of the BiCGstab solver
8 We show here only the non-negative part of the spe trum. In the hiral limit it is symmetri with
respe t to the ree tion  ! .
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Figure 2: Typi al fermioni spe trum in the de onned phase as seen by a SU(3) quen hed
latti e simulation with tadpole-improved Lüs her-Weisz a tion and overlap fermions (

8:45, a = 0:095 fm, V = 16 6, Nf = 1; T  260MeV ).
3

In

ontrast, at

T <T

. 2T

the spe trum

onsists of three parts: exa t zero modes

(and near-zero modes), followed by a gap for the low-lying modes and a
trum starting from a nite

B .

Presen e of the near-zero peak

manifestation of a (small) remaining
yet rigorously proven.

Both the

hiral

hiral

=

ontinuous spe -

an be interpreted as a

ondensate [16, 18℄, whi h is, howewer, not

ondensate and topologi al sus eptibility

(T )

are dened from the near-zero modes, sin e the exa t zero modes do not survive in the
thermodynami

m

limit [56, 71, 72℄.

It is important, that

small), but still not zero (otherwise

the window of temperatures
disappears

T <T

ompletely and all the



(T )

is small enough (to keep

itself does not exist). This for es us to

. 2T .

At higer temperatures

T

& 2T

hoose

the peak

orrelations between quarks supposed to be washed out

by thermal ee ts. The gap width seems to be temperature dependent and grows with
the temperature [17℄. The right bound
mass, sin e on the

2B

A very strong external magneti

9

the left

B

orresponding fermioni

B

is natural to identify with an ee tive quark
mode

= D= 2 B = =p2 B = m2eff

eld

(see Fig. 2), but for magneti

B:

an slightly shift the right bound of the spe trum to
eld strengths o

uring in heavy ion

the prin ipal shape of the spe trum remains the same.

9 We

(2.37)

are grateful to Vi tor Braguta for making this observation from our data
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ollisions [7℄

Let us demonstrate that

5

= i Tr
=i
=

where



5 hxj

X



hirality is determined by the rst part of the spe trum.

P
(D= im) jxi

y 5


 im

0<<
Z

d  ()

0

 () denotes the spe

2



=i

X

+i





y 5



0<jj<
y 5 5 5

0<<

2m
+ m2

X

 im

y 5


 im



= 2m

X



0<<

y 5


2 + m2

;

(2.38)

tral density for an eigenvalue

.

Here, as before, we dropped

the exa t zero-modes. Then, using the identity

lim +mm2 = Æ()

(2.39)

m!0 2
we nd the following expression for the

lim 5 = 2


m!0 

Z

d  ()Æ ()  y

0

From this expression we see that the
near-zero fermioni

hirality

5

hirality



=

 lim  ()
!0



y 5

:

(2.40)

an be determined ex lusively from the

modes. It is suggested and tested on a latti e [16℄ that this part of

the spe trum is originated from the zero modes of separate topologi al defe ts populating
the va uum, be ause intera tions between the original zero modes break their degenera y.
So the ex lusion of the

exa t

zero modes from our analysis does not ae t mu h the main

results (for additional arguments see also [58℄).

3 Quark-gluon plasma as a two- omponent uid
We now

onsider Minkowski version of the ee tive Lagrangian (2.28) for the quark-gluon

10

plasma with one quark avor

,

L(2) = 14 Ga Ga 41 F  F j  A gj a Ga
f2

2

where, again, the de ay
are given by
10 The

C

+ C4g Ga Gea + C4 F  Fe ;

   

onstant is dened by

2

= 2N2 and Cg = 4g2 .

metri we use has the signature (

+ ++)
12

f

= 2


p

N

and the anomaly

(3.41)

oe ients

Varying the Lagrangian (3.41) with respe t to

 and ve

tor elds

A and Ga , we obtain

the following equations of motion:

C  e
Cg a ea
F
F

4f 2
4f 2 G G ;
 F  = j  + C ( )F~  ;
 Ga + gf ab Gb G = gj a + Cg ( )Gea ;
    =

where

f ab

are the stru ture

onstants of

SU (N ).

(~x; t) obeys a wave equation whi

(3.43)
(3.44)

Bian hi identities are given by

 Fe = 0 ;
 Gea + gf ab Gb Ge = 0 :

Interestingly,

(3.42)

(3.45)
(3.46)

h is sour ed by the

U (1)A

hiral anomaly.

This makes it a four-dimensional generalization of the so- alled Chiral Magneti

Wave

whi h has been re ently proposed in [42℄.

3.1

Hydrodynami

equations

Here we follow a general idea of the hydrodynami

des ription of the anomalous phenom-

ena in the quark-gluon plasma (read e.g. [73℄ for a review). The hydrodynami
may now be derived from the ee tive Lagrangian (3.41) and the

equations

orresponding equations

of motion (3.42)(3.46). Taking the divergen e of (3.43) and using the Bian hi identity
(3.45), we obtain the

onservation law for the ele tromagneti

that the topology of the

-eld is non-singular with11

urrent,

 j  = 0, provided

[ ;  ℄ = 0 :

Varying

(3.47)

L(2) with respe t to the axial-ve tor  , we obtain the axial
j5 = f 2    :

This

(3.48)

urrent satises the anomaly equation

 j5 =
as

urrent

C

4

F  Fe

Cg

a G
ea ;


4G

(3.49)

an be seen by substituting the equations of motion (3.42) into the divergen e of (3.48).

Noti e that

U(1)A is still broken in the de onnement [71, 72℄.

The total energy-momentum tensor is a sum of both ele tromagneti
ones

g



and the stress-energy tensor of the uid

the free ele tromagneti

and gluoni

T  .

 and gluoni

The energy-momentum tensors of

elds are given by

 = F F  
g = Ga Ga

1 g F F ;
4
1 g G a G a :
4

(3.50)
(3.51)

11 delta-fun tion on the r.h.s. of (3.47) would generate an axioni string [83℄. For the relevant phenomenologi al onsequen es see [84, 85℄.
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Their divergen ies

an be found by means of the equations of motion (3.43, 3.44),

  = F  j C F  Fe    ;
a a
a e a 
 
g = gG j Cg G G   :
Substituting this into the

(3.52)
(3.53)

onservation law of the total energy-momentum,

 (T  +  + 
g ) = 0;

(3.54)

 T  = F  j + gGa ja + C F  Fe    + Cg Ga Gea    :

(3.55)

we get (see also [86℄)

The rst two terms on the right hand side are the standard terms for a work done by
external elds. The last two terms is a work done by a Witten-like

urrent [87℄. Finally,

keeping that

hemi al potential,

5  j50 = f 2  0 , we obtain an expression for the axial
5 =

Æ L(2)
Æ5

=

0  :

(3.56)

When boosted this turns into the Josephson-type equation
be

u

hosen later as the velo ity of the normal

u

5

=

u  , where u

omponent, normalized by the

will

ondition

= 1. We also should assume, that t  is slow varying in time, i.e.    O(p0), so

the hanges in hiral (axial) harge are small at the s ale of QGP lifetime [88,89℄, otherwise
the hiral hemi al potential is not well-dened. Hydrodynami and onstitutive equations
are then of order

O(p2 ) and O(p1), respe

tively.

In summary, the system of hydrodynami

equations is given now by

 T  = F  (j + C Fe   ) + Ga (gja + Cg Ge a   ) ;
Cg  a ea
C  e
F F
G G ;
 j5 =

4

 j  =  j a = 0 ;

4

(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)

u   + 5 = 0 ;

(3.60)

where the last one is the Josephson-type equation. Corresponding
in gradient expansion, satisfying (3.42) and (3.57-3.58),

onstitutive relations

an be represented by

T  = ( + P ) u u + P g  + f 2      +   ;
j  = u +   ;
j a = a u +  a ;
j5 = f 2    + 5 ;

(3.61)
(3.62)
(3.63)
(3.64)

, P , , a are the energy density, pressure, ele tri harge density and olor harge
  a and   denote higher-order gradient orre tions
density, respe tively. Terms  ,  , 
5
where

and obey the Landau

onditions

u   = 0 ;

u   = 0 ;

u  a = 0 ;
14

u 5 = 0 :

(3.65)

The stress-energy tensor

T 

pseudos alar superuid

dP
where

s

onsists of two parts, an ordinary uid

omponent and a

omponent. This modies the Gibbs relation

= sdT + d

f 2d



1      ;
2 

(3.66)

is the entropy density. Being additionally supported by the results of the Se -

tion 2.6, we

an des ribe the uid

from dierent parts of the fermioni
(1) Zero and near-zero fermioni
motion of the

ontent as a mixture of two

omponents, originated

spe trum,
modes, whi h are involved into a potential ( url-free)

hirality des ribed by

j5 = f 2   = 5 uS, where uS  5   is the

superuid velo ity.
(2) The rest forming an axially-neutral
and

olor

ja

=

a u



j = u

omponent des ribed by an ele tri

urrents and separated from the

url-free

omponent by a nite

gap.
There are numerous studies (e.g. [7, 90, 91℄) suggesting generation of a nite

ho

ollisions, so we

an assume

h5i =

hirality in

6= 0 within an
event. Su h kind of initial onditions is not aptured by latti e simulations (h5 i = 0
after averaging over gauge ongurations [58, 59℄), unless the nite h5 i is introdu ed ad
the pro esses of heavy ion

f 2 h5 i

[78, 79℄.
As a nal remark, one would naturally expe t the energy-momentum tensor (3.61) to

be anisotropi

at this order, sin e the ele tromagneti

elds are introdu ed. However, the

anisotropy ae ts very weakly the anomalous ee ts in

onsideration: in [92, 93℄ it was

shown that the anisotropy parameter enters the expressions for transport
ombination with

hemi al potentials, whi h are small in the

(this would not be the

3.2

ase, if we

ase of heavy-ion

ollisions

ompa t stars, see e.g. [94℄).

Phenomenologi al output, possible tests of the model

Ele tri

and magneti

elds in the uid rest frame are dened as

E  = F  u ;
One

onsidered

oe ients in a

1
2

B  = F~  u   u F :

(3.67)

an also rewrite these denitions in the following way

F =  u B
F~ =  u E

+ uE
+ u B

u E ;
u B ;

(3.68)
(3.69)

whi h we will use later.
The se ond term in rst bra kets (3.57) or equivalently the se ond term on r.h.s. of
(3.43) has an interesting phenomenologi al interpretation as an additional ele tri
rent, indu ed by

-eld, i.e.

assosiated with the superuid

omponent. This

ur-

urrent is

onserved due to the Bian hi identity and vanishes in absen e of either external ele tromagneti

elds or

.

Let us split this term in three pie es using (3.69):
15

jS  C Fe    = C    uB +  u E uB
= C 5B + C   u   E C u(  B ) :
The rst term in the sum is nothing but the Chiral Magneti
generation of the ele tri
the Chiral Ele tri



(3.70)

Ee t (CME) [6℄, i.e.

urrent along the magneti eld. The se ond term is analogous to

Ee t (CEE) [95℄, i.e. generation of the ele tri

urrent perpendi ular

to applied ele tri eld and to both (normal and superuid) four-velo ities. The third term
is a dynami al realization of the domain wall polarization [96, 97℄ or simply the fa t that
the would-be axions a quire an ele tri
in mind a wave-like prole of the
(CDW). First term

ontains

5

dipole moment in a magneti

-eld we

ould

whi h is in our

other CME models. Last two terms are spe i
an be

ase

derived

within QCD in

ontrary to

for the two- omponent uid model and

onsidered as a possible experimental test of the model. A

predi tion and

eld [65℄. Keeping

all this ee t the Chiral Dipole Wave

on rete quantitative

omparison to the experimental data are beyond of the s ope of this arti le

and will be presented in a future publi ation (for some preliminary estimates, read [98℄).
In order to study the CEE one should also take into a
medium (e.g. due to a nite ele tri
eld strength
mogeneous
axial

an be of the hadroni s ale, if we take into a

hara ter of the

ount the Faraday's law), inho-

hemi al potential, as well as the generation of an additional

urrent due to the Chiral Ele tri

The same analysis

ount the response of the

ondu tivity), possible nonlinear ee ts (sin e the

Separation Ee t [99℄, et .

an be applied to the

jS a 

olor

urrent

Cg e a 
G  ;
g 

whi h is the se ond term on the r.h.s. of (3.44). The

(3.71)
orresponding ee ts

Color CME, Color CEE and Color CDW, respe tively.
these ee ts, sin e the
mention that both

olor

urrents

an be

alled

We are not fo using on

annot be observed dire tly. It is also important to

urrents (3.70, 3.71) do not depend on the UV

uto

 introdu ed in

the pre eding se tions.

3.3

Change in entropy and higher order gradient

In previous se tions we kept higher-order

orre tions

orre tions

  ,   ,  a , 5 undetermined.

These

orre tions in orporate possible dissipative ee ts (in presen e of e.g. vis osity or ele tri al
resistivity) and

an be found from the

A priori it is not obvious whether they

onstraint

 s  0 on the entropy
ee t

term [92, 101, 102℄. In this se tion we show that there are

to the ele tri

urrent

j arising in our

s [100℄.

an interfere with the result (3.70) or not. Indeed,

within the ordinary hydrodynami s the hiral magneti



urrent

an be found as a part of the

no

higher order

orre tions

ase and ae ting the phenomenologi al results of

Se tion 3.2. Following [101℄, we transform the quantity

I  u  T  +  j  + 5  j5
using hydrodynami

and

(3.72)

onstitutive equations and equate both resulting expressions.
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Constitutive equations
Using the se ond law of thermodynami s

+P

= T s +  and (3.61)-(3.64), we

an

rewrite this quantity as

I = u  ((T s + ) u ) u + u (T s + ) u  u + u  P g 
+ u f 2        + u f 2       + u   
+  (u +   ) + 5f 2    + 5 5 :
Using the normalization

ondition

u u

(3.73)

= 1, the Josephson equation u  + 5 = 0

and the following identities

 u = inv = 0 u0(rest frame) = 0;

(3.74)

1

u u  u = (u u  u + u u  u ) = u  (u u )  0;
2


 (u ) = u   +  u = u   = inv = u0 0  = 0
we

an simplify the expression for



I

(3.75)
(3.76)

to

I = T  (u s) u s T +   f 2        P
+   + 5 5 + 2C 5E  B Cg 5Ga Gea :

+ u   

2

The sum in the
Also

u   

=

(3.77)

urly bra kets is identi ally zero due to the thermodynami

   u

be ause of the Landau frame

relation (3.66).

ondition (3.65). This leads to

the further simpli ation,



I = T  (

su

Hydrodynami
Let us rewrite

I

)

 

T 

5   
  u + 2C5 E  B
  5
T

Cg

2

5 Ga Gea :

equations
again using the hydrodynami

equations (3.57-3.58). Then

I =F  u  u + u F   + gGa u a u + gu Ga a
+ C u F Fe   + Cg u Ga Gea  
+ C 5E B C4g 5Ga Gea
= E   + 2C 5E B Cg 5Ga Gea ;

2

where we used the Josephson equation, the denitions of the ele tri
(3.67) and the

(3.78)

and magneti

(3.79)
elds

orresponding inversed relations (3.69).

Combining this result with (3.78) we obtain



T  (su )

 

T 

5   
  =   u
T  5
17

E   :

(3.80)

T

Then dividing by

  

and adding

result as





 

T

su


T

5 

5  
1 ( u ) 
5 =
T
T  

5
T





to the both sides we



T

1E 

T

5 



an rewrite the

5
:
T

(3.81)

Comparing this result with one of Son and Surowka [100℄, we see that the term proportional to

C

is absent. This fa t tells us that the divergen e (3.81) is well dened, i.e.

the entropy produ tion is always nonnegative, and in
add any additional terms to the entropy
orre tions to

jS

oming from the dissipative term

present already at the level of the hydrodynami
The expression for the entropy

ontrary to [100℄ we do not need to

urrent. Therefore, there are no leading-order

.

So, all three anomalous ee ts are

equations (3.57).

urrent remains un hanged also be ause the superuid

omponent itself has zero entropy.

Indeed,

onsidering (3.81) in absen e of dissipative

orre tions we obtain

 (su ) = 0;
i.e. only the normal

omponent

(3.82)

otributes to the entropy

urrent, whi h is a

property of a real superuid. This fa t would well agree with the long-range
the

hirality distribution [2229, 103, 104℄, but should be studied more

mi ros opi

nature of

 is not known pre

ommon

oheren e of

arefully, sin e the

isely.

4 Con lusion
In this paper we provided a novel treatment of the sQGP dynami s for the temperatures
typi al for re ent and ongoing heavy-ion experiments. The main feature of our studies is a
ombination of nonperturbative methods applied to a general form of the theory, namely,
the QCD

oupled to QED. Our

on lusion is that there

an exsist a light (nearly massless)

axion-like omponent of the quark-gluon plasma for the given range of temperatures. This
omponent a

ommodates all the

hiral and anomalous properties of the plasma and is

responsible for a plenty of hypotheti al ee ts leading to the

lo al

P - and CP -violation in

the strong intera tion. The rest of the matter

ontent of QGP obeys the hydrodynami

equations of a nearly ideal uid. Both of the

omponents together form some kind of a

superuid, whi h we

all the  hiral superuid. This term should be understood in a rel-

ative sense as a two- omponent uid with independent

url-free and normal motions. The

separation between two motions is provided by a gap in the Dira

spe trum observed in

latti e QCD simulations with massless quarks. It is worth to mention, that in our

ase we

do not obtain the light superuid

omponent as a Goldstone eld of a broken

symmetry. Instead, it appears as a

onsequen e of a nontrivial underlying va uum stru -

ture. At the same time, even not being a

ontinuous

onventional superuid, our system reprodu es

some usual properties, su h as a (pseudo-)s alar nature of the  ondensate, zero entropy
of the  ondensate, Josephson-type relation, et . Taking into a

ount only regular

on-

gurations of the  ondensate we reserve the vortex-like solutions for the further studies.
An important issue not

overed in this arti le is the probe limit (quen hing) for the latti e
18

fermions. It is not

lear yet, whether the long-range stru tures survive in the full QCD

or they are destroyed by dynami al fermions. As a

ru ial test of our model we propose

some phenomenologi al ee ts (Se tion 3.2), whi h

an be proven experimentally, i.e. a

response of QGP to the presen e of strong ele tromagneti
of the experimental

onsequen es is

elds. A

on rete des ription

urrently in progress.
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